


Disconnect the factory connect and remove the OEM halogen 
bulb by twisting off the retaining ring, then pull the bulb out
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• For 9007 and 9004, it may be necessary to remove the base 
  and slide on the retaining ring previously removed onto the bulb 
  first before inserting the LED bulb into the housing. To remove 
  the base, first remove the crystal sleeve by unscrew the cap on 
  top of the LED bulb. Once the sleeve is removed, twist the 
  base and pull it out. Slide on the retaining ring previously 
  removed onto the LED bulb. Pay attention to the direction of the   removed onto the LED bulb. Pay attention to the direction of the 
  bulb, the locking side should be facing away from the LED heat 
  sink and toward the housing.  Gently push the bulb into the 
  housing which when lined up correctly with the groves should 
  slide in smoothly.  Push the bulb all the way in and push and 
  twist to lock the retaining ring.  Once the bulb is secured, 
  connect the factory connector to the LED driver.

Remove the retaining screw and remove the sleeve
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Slide on the factory retaining ring

Reassemble the base and the sleeve

After removing the sleeve, remove the base
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Align the bulb with the slots in the housing and once 
the slots are aligned, push the bulb in with ease. 

Once the bulb is all the way in, twist and lock the retaining ring

Plug in the factory connector

• For some sizes, modification to the back cover/dust cover may 
  be needed to accommodate the heat sink. If the LED heat sink 
  sticks out too much, you will need to bore out a 40mm hole.
  Place the cover back over the headlight housing opening.  
• Once the LED bulb is mounted and secured , connect the
  harness to the factory plug (the plug that connected to the
  OEM bulb)  OEM bulb)




